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HOW DO I 
KNOW IF 
MY SEO IS 
WORKING?



Since Google constantly updates 
its search algorithms (at the rate of 
hundreds of updates each year), you 
may wonder if your SEO efforts are 
even working. Rest assured—if you 
do your SEO correctly, it will work.
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SEO takes much longer than just a week or 
two. It’s actually an ongoing process that, 
like getting fit, takes a committed, continual 
effort over a long period of time. You can 
read our guide “How Long Does SEO Take?” 
to find a more in-depth look at why SEO 
takes time. In general, SEO efforts take six 
to nine months to see real change 
in rankings.
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The answer to this question is simple - are you making 
your website more usable to readers? If so, then your 
efforts are absolutely compatible.

Algorithm updates refine Google’s search to find and 
rank the websites that have the freshest content, the 

ARE MY SEO EFFORTS 
COMPATIBLE WITH THOSE 
UPDATES?

WHY DOES GOOGLE UPDATE 
SO OFTEN?
Google does not arbitrarily update its algorithms to 
pull random results to the top of the search engine 
results pages. Just like any other business, Google 
constantly refines its product to provide the best 
possible customer experience. In this case, Google’s 
product is “great results on search results pages”, 
which translates to websites that have fresh, engaging, 
informative, and relevant content on easy-to-navigate 
pages. Google refines its algorithms to more effectively 
find those websites that will best serve the needs of its 
customers (the searchers).

best organized sitemaps, and the most accurate labels 
and tags. Making your website better for searchers will 
automatically make it better for search engines.



SO HOW DO YOU KNOW IF 
YOUR SEO EFFORTS ARE 
WORKING?

Since SEO takes time to see growth and results, how 
can you tell if your efforts are working? It’s easy! Good 
SEO yields results—you just need to know how to look 
for them. 

As long as your SEO efforts are measured and in 
keeping with Google’s standards, you should start to 
see positive leads and growth for your business. Here 
are a few things to look at to make sure your SEO 
campaign is having the desired effect:

ANALYTICS
Do you get a report of your analytics? Does your SEO 
company give you access to real-time or regularly 
updated metrics of your progress? If you don’t have 
access to these analytics and metrics, then how will 
you ever know if your SEO campaign is working? How 
will you know if you are being undersold to the point 
where you may never end up ranking well?

Since it is your SEO in question, you should ensure 
that you are able to see the work being done and the 
progress your website is making.

So, what analytics or metrics should you be tracking?
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LOCAL MAPS RANKINGS & 
IMPRESSIONS
If you are a local business, your business can also be 
found in the Maps section of a search results page. 
Check your rankings in the Maps section to monitor 
improvement. You can also track your impressions in 
the Maps section. Don’t underestimate the SEO power 
of Maps, especially for local businesses.
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KEYWORD RANKINGS

QUERIES / IMPRESSIONS

The first SEO elements to consider are your primary 
keywords. You need to track your initial ranking 
for each keyword so you can accurately track each 
keyword’s growth. Additionally, look at secondary 
keywords—keywords that may not be as popular as 
primary keywords but are still related to your main 
keywords. If your rankings start to improve in these 
secondary keywords, you know your SEO is on the 
right track.

Impressions are the result of paying attention to 
your keyword and Maps rankings. Find out how many 
queries and impressions your website is getting when 
you start your SEO campaign and then compare 
that to how many you are getting as your campaign 
progresses. As your impressions and queries improve, 
you’ve got some proof that your SEO efforts are 
paying off.

A note about patience: even with great keyword 
tracking and Maps and improved impressions, SEO 
takes months. If you check your rankings, queries, 
and impressions every day, you likely will not see any 
notable progress. So don’t become obsessed with 
daily fluctuations instead of long-term growth. Check 
in regularly, but don’t over-obsess about the daily 
movement. We recommend monthly check-ins. This 
allows time for SEO changes to happen and you can 
use your time in the best way possible.
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the months of November and December than during 
the rest of the year. The best way to determine if your 
decreased traffic is a problem or not is to compare 
your traffic to the traffic you had in the same month 
the previous year.

If your SEO company has access to your Analytics 
and Webmaster Tools accounts, it should be able to 
provide you with all the information you need to track 
your progress. If your SEO company can’t give you this 
information, you are working with the wrong company.

TRAFFIC

WIDE AUDIENCE AND MULTIPLE PLATFORMS

Additional traffic to your website is the ultimate 
indicator as to whether your SEO is working. Are you 
getting more visitors to your website? Are you getting 
more business?

Increases in traffic and business do not happen by 
accident. The Internet, as much as we like to think 
otherwise, is NOT a random place. Websites don’t 
spontaneously appear at the top of search engine 
results pages. Search engines review the websites and 
rank each site according to the site’s use value. The 
websites that reach the top are those that the search 
engines deem most valuable to the searcher. And, 
when you reach the top of the search engine results 
page, more people click on you—a lot more. In fact, 
94% of searchers click on first-page results!

When you get more online traffic, you get more sales, 
more business, and more leads. Those sales and leads 
are indisputable evidence that your SEO is working.

A word of caution when measuring your traffic: a 
decrease in traffic from one month to the next doesn’t 
necessarily mean your SEO isn’t working. Many 
service-related businesses usually see less traffic in 

If customers and clients can find you multiple places 
online, your SEO efforts are much more likely to pay 
off. When search engines see that your company shows 

up in numerous different online venues, they’ll deem 
you more reputable and rank your website higher.

Maintaining a blog, fostering a social media presence, 
and posting on relevant forums and websites will also 
bring more people to your site, which will, in turn, 
increase your SEO. Active participation on multiple 
channels is a sure-fire way to ensure that your 
SEO works.

And don’t limit yourself—you can really go as big as 
you want in the realm of multiple channels, as
long as you’re filling the Internet with useful and 
relevant information.

1-877-785-2040 www.boostability.com

For more information, call to speak to one of our SEO experts: For a free website analysis, visit


